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U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Gentlemen: ,

!

River %nd Station - Unit -1
_3ocket-No.=50-458 g

Nuclear Regulatory Commission '(NRC) Inspection Report No . - 50-

458/90-16 cited a deviation '-(9016-01) from Gulf States Utilities
Company's (GSU) commitment - to comply with the requirements of'
Regulatory Guide (R. G . ); - 1. 97, . " Instrumentation for 1 Light-Water -
Cooled Nuclear Power Plants to Assess Plant andiEnvirons: Conditions-
During and Following an Accident", Rev.- 3.- In lSU's initial
response, dated August 30, 1990, and supplemental response,= dated-
October 11, 1990, to the NRC; . concerning- cnis deviation, GSU
committed _to submit justification for exceptions fror. R.G.1,97 ~ for
two of 'the items referenced in the deviation, -specifically,
requirements for-the containment and drywell hydiogen monitor and'
requirements- concerning suppression. pool : water . level-

instrumentation. This letter provides thisJjustification.-

The first exception-involves the containnent and drywell~ hydrogen,
concentration range. River. Bend Station's hydrogen analyzers have
both a 0-10% scale and a 0-30%~ scale. However,.because operator
action to control hydrogen concentration'only1 requires a'_0 to'10V
analyzer scale and the instrument accuracy is' greatest on the-OLto_ i-

10% scals, calibration of_the analyzers on the-0.-to 30%;schle--is
-not required for: Emergency Operating Procedure .(EOP)' implementation =
or to satisfy Technical. Specification requirements. ? Justification-
for this exception is addressed !in Attachment: 1-to- thishletter.
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The second exception involves the suppression pool water level
(SPWL) instrumentation. R.G. 1.97, Table 2, states that the total
range for the SPWL monitors should span from the bottom of the ECCS
suction line to 5 feet above normal water level. In its June 24,
1985, submittal cf the R.G. 1.97 compliance report, GSU provided
justification to allow the monitoring range to extend from
approximately--18 feet to +4 feet. However, the actual instrument
range, as installed, is -14.75 feet to +4 feet. The current design
moete the intent of R.G. 1.97 since the instrumentation has
sufficient range to indicate whether there is sufficient not
positive suction head for the ECCS pumps. Justif. cation for this
exception is addressed in Attachment 2 to this letter.

The RBS USAR will be revised to include the exceptions summarized
above.

Sincer,ely,

( |4 l' Y
/. C. Deddens
Senior Vice Presidentn

) River Band Nuclear Group

/LA / [/ /dWM pj

Attachments

cc: U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region IV
611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 3000
Ar13ngton, TX 70611

Senior Resident Inspector
Post Office Box 1051
St. Francisville, LA 70775

claudia Abbate
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission'

11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852
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ATTACHMENT 1

Technical Jt.stification for Containment .and Drywell--Hydrogen
Concentration Instrumentation Deviations-from R.G 1.97-

Revision 3. Regulatory Position !

GENERAL DISCUSSION j

R.G. 1.97 Rev. 3, Table 2 states that the--containment and_drywell
hydrogen concentration instrumentation should have an operating

-

range from 0 to 30 vol-%. River Bend Station's-hydrogen-analyzera
are provided with a dual range display; one channel. displays 0 to
10 vol-%, the-other channel displays 0 to-30 vol-%. However,_the ,

hydrogen analyzer configuration does not allow calibration and use
of -both ' channels- interchangeably. GSU notes the following
e nsideration:

L ,n though there are conditions that may allow hydrogen
concentrations to exceed 10 vol-%, the required operator manual
action, as required _ for a TYPE A' _ variable,- such; as - hydrogen -
concentration, can not be - accomplished, - per- EOP, until-hydrogen-,

concentration is reduced to below 9 vol-%:in the drywell, or below
the hydrogen deflagration overpressure limit"(HDOL) which ranges
from 5.5 to 8.5 vol-% depending on _c o n t a i n m e n t -_ p r e s s u r e .-
Consequently the O to-30 vol-% range serves no_-function in guiding:
operator action.

TECHNICAL DISJUSS. J

The following technical discussions ' | amplify- the ' preceding
consideration:

1) The calibration circuit for the .RBS COMSIP K III hydrogen -
analyzer provides one ZERO and FPAK- adjtistment ' loop that
is chared betwcen both the high and Y.he low-ranges._ Both
ranges cannot be Jealibratedi within-;their _specified~
tolerances at the same' time., The J ' best 1 achievable
situation was to obtainEsatisfactory calibration'on the
O to 10-vol-% range:and then check for 1inearity only on-

the-O to 3 0 - vol-% range = ' W i t h " o n l y e _o n e calibrated
channel- available ~.it' :Was ~ determined?-that- Technical
Specification 1 surveillance requirem<mts:: would i best be.
satisfied.- with the. ~0- Lto? 10 vol-% range: .and
usage / calibration ofLthe 0~to 30 vol-_% range =was omitted-n

trom the calibration procedure.

2. The alarm setpoint for high hydrogen-concentration is?3.21
vol-%.- 'On the-low range the setpoint occurs at.32%. oft
full scale with-an: accuracy ofiabout_-0;87) whereas on.the
upper: range the- setpoint isEat zabout 10%1of - fulli scale-
with an accuracy of about: 2%. '(ithe accuracies are based '

on worst case environmontal'- conditions.)W It is
conclusiva that for ' setpoint monitoring the prs ferred|
range is 0 to 10 vol-%.
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3. The USAR indicates that, after_ a LOCA with no recombiners
nor igniters in operation, the hydrogen concentration
remains-below 5 vol-% until day 30.of the accident. - It
should be -noted that tb9 hydrogen mixing system, with
only one fan running, is assumed to be operating about-

I- 2.5 hours after the accident started.

4. Based on the EOP, if at least one hydrogen analyzer 30
-available and containment- hydrogen concentratio", and-
containment pressure are-within the safe: region of the-

HDOL, the hydrogen igniters are started. The uppe.r -limit
of the HDOL is 8. 5 vol-% . Other - EOP decielon . points
reference "below 9.0 vol-%- drywell hydrogen

-

concentration" prior to starting-igniters. The HDOL
alsu similarly dictates utilization of the mixing system-
and the'recombiners. If the hydrogen analyzers are-not

-

t

available, grab samples are obtained~and an'.lyzed. Tho
grab sample results dictate EOP decisiont' in the same- i

fashion as the hydrogen analyzers. Entry ido the EOT is -
started - at 0.5 vol-% -hydrogen concentration. All )
operator action decisions are made on tho O'to 10 vol-%

'

range.
~

5. Technical Specification. Table 4.3.7.5-1 requires'
quarterly calibration checks of-the hydrogen analyzers at
two levels; 1-vol-% and 4 vol-%, both of which'are most
accurately read'on the O to_10 vol-%-range. These two-
calibration check points can' not ' technically justify
utilization / calibration of the o to 301vol-% range.

>

CONCLUSION

GSU finds that utilization-of the'0 to.10'vol-% hydrogen hnalyzer
,

range provides adequate information for--detection of: potential for-

breach of containment and for operators to take mitigating actions.
It is GSU's? position that thisi , meets' the :-intent of ER.G. 1.9_7-_
provisions.
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ATTACHMENT 2

Technical Justification.for Suppression iool Water Level
Instrurentation Deviation from R.G. 1.97

Fevision 3 Regulatory Position

GENERAL DISCUSSION

R.G. 1.97 Rev.3, Table 2 states that the total range- for the
suppression pool water level (SPWL) monitors .,hould span from the
bottom of the ECCS suction line to 5 feet above vmal water level.
In its submittal of the R.G. 1.97 compliance repo rt,' dated June 24,
1985, GSU requested anct receivM relief 'to = allow ' the monitoring -
range to extend from approximcLely -18 feet to +4 feet. However,-
the actual instrument range,.as installad. is -14.75 feet to +4 .

feet. The current design meets the intent of R.G. 1.97 since the
instrumentation hat, sufficient range to indicate whether there is
sufficient not positive suction' head (NPSH) for the ECCS-pumps'-- -

operation.

TECHNICAL DISCUSSION >

An NRC Safety Evaluation Report dated June 30, 1986, snecifically
addressas the exceptions taken to the suppression pool .<ater level
provisions of R.G. 1.97. - The report concluded that:the upper'' limit
of the range (+4 feet) met the R.G. 1.97 requirement, but that
compliance is not achieved for the lower bound:of the: range"(-18

-

feet) as the instrument does not reach the bottom of the residual
heat removal (RHR) suction line.' At suppression pool = levels below-

-18 feet the RHR pumps have inadequate NPSH andJexhibit vortex
formation. The only action available to the operator below this

.

lower bound is to add water to the suptrossion pool.- It;was
concluded that extending the lower limit would- not- result in an
increase in safety or add to. relevant operator information._ The
range of SPWL. instrumentation.. stated in the RBS R.G._ l'.97
compliance report is -18 ~ feet toL+4 feet; however, the' actual
instrument r nge is -14.75 feet to +4. feet.

CONCLUSION

GSU finds-that the SPWL instrumentetion's range;of -14.75 feet.to-
+4 feet provides adequate-information-to-indicate whether there is-
sufficient NPSH for the ECCS pumps and, if not ,.for operators-to

.

take mitigeting actions. _It is GSU's position that'this. meets the
intent of R.G. 1 97. provisions.
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